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Introduction.
In [l] (l) Ambrose has defined ii-systems to be Hubert spaces in which multiplication is "partially defined." If H is such a system and a is in H, then La and Ra are the (not necessarily everywhere defined) operators of left and right multiplication by a and the bounded algebra of II, written A(H), is [a\ La and Ra are everywheredefined](2).
We define the associated ring of operators of H, written W(H), to be the weak closure of [La | a is in A(H)].
If G is a separable, locally compact, unimodular group and H(G) is the L2 space of G under Haar measure with multiplication "partially defined" by convolution as in [l ] , then H(G) is an iî-system (3) . The left regular representation represents G faithfully as a group of unitary operators on H(G) each of which commutes with every element of [Rf\fEA(H(G))].
However, it is known [6 or 7] 
that W(H) is the commutant of [Rf\fEA(H)] so that l(G)CW(H(G)). If we define P(G) = \fEH(G)\f is almost everywhere positive on G], then the elements of 1(G) have the further property that l(x)P(G) EP(G).
The main result of §1 is that these properties completely characterize 1(G), i.e., the only unitary operators in W(H(G)) which take P(G) into itself are the elements of 1(G). Using this result we prove that groups whose iJ-systems are isomorphic in a manner preserving positivity are themselves isomorphic. Similar results for the Li algebra of a group have been obtained by Kawada [8] and Wendel [9] .
The question now arises : given an iJ-system H and a subset P of H, when is H the iZ-system of the group of unitary operators in W(H) which take P into itself? In §2 a set of necessary and sufficient conditions is found and by means of these it is shown that any homomorphism of H(Gi) onto a left ideal in ii(G2) which preserves positivity arises in a natural way from a homomorphism of G2 onto Gi.
1. Characterization of 1(G). Throughout this section we assume that G is a fixed separable, locally compact, unimodular group.
G' is a topological group in the strong operator topology. G EG' and the topology of G is that induced from the strong topology on G'. P(G), (U*f, g) = (f, t/g) ^0, i.e., the inner product of U*f by any element of P(G) is positive, so U*f is in P(G), so U*EG'. G' is strongly closed in the group of all unitaries in W(G) which is known to be a topological group, so G' is a topological group.
Since continuous functions of compact support are dense in H(G), sets of the form (4) Proof. For any a>0 define/" and g" by/"(x) = U(c(S))(x) if this is greater than a, fa(x) =0 otherwise, and ga= U(c(S)) -/". It will be sufficient to show that, for every a, either/" or g" is zero. Now, c(S) = U*fa+ U*ga, but U*fa and U*ga are a.e. positive functions satisfying (U*fa, U*ga) = (fa, go)=0; hence, for some measurable sets Sá and Sá' whose union is S and whose intersection is of zero measure, U*fa = c(Sá) and U*ga = c(Sá'). If neither/" nor ga is zero, we can find an x in G for which the Haar measure of Sa'xrli^\Sa" is not zero. Define T¿ =Sá Í^Sá'x and TI' =Slx~xC\S" =Tc¡x~1. Since c(T¿) and c(Sá ) -c(Ta' ) are orthogonal functions in P(G), so are U(c(Tá )) and U(c(Sa' ) -c(T¿)), so they must be restrictions of U(c(S¿)) to subsets of its support. Similarly, U(c(Tá') is a restriction of g" so that for a.a. x in G, U(c(Ta"))(x) a and U(c(Tá ))(x) is either 0 or >a. But, if r is the right regular representation, U(c(Ta")) = U(r(x)c(Ti))=r(x)U(c(T¿)), which is impossible. Lemma 1.3. In the above lemma, a(S) = 1.
Proof. If S1ES2, then U(c(Si)) is a restriction of Z7(c(52)) so a(Si) =a(S2).
If Si and Si are arbitrary, choose an x in G so that Si(~\(S2x) = T has nonzero measure, then a(S2)c(V(Tx~1)) = U(r(x)c(T))=r(x)a(Si)c(U(T)), so a(Si) = ö(52) =a.
By a basic sequence we shall mean a countable set (Sn) of neighborhoods of the identity having the property that if S is any neighborhood of the identity, then SnES for large enough n. If (Sn) is a basic sequence, then (l/||c(5")||iLC(s") approaches the identity operator strongly. Now let (Sn) be a basic sequence so that lrSliminf HI(1/||C(S")||O^^IĤ \immí(a/\\c(Sn)\\i)\\c(Ü(Sn))\\i.
But ||c(5")||i = (c(5"), c(Sn))=ai\\c(U(Sn))\\i, and substituting this in the above gives 1 ^ I/a. Applying this to U* which multiplies characteristic functions by \/a gives the opposite inequality and completes the proof. (n/(n + l))m(Sk).
so that if the lemma is false, LvFkc(Sn)(x) i= (n/(n + \)) for all x and k. However, LUFh approaches Ustrongly, so this is impossible.
Proof (6) . If UEG' we can choose, for some sequence Sn, integers k(n) and elements x" in G to satisfy Lemma 1.4. We wish to show that l&n-^LvF^ approaches the identity strongly. l(x^)LvFHn) = £/" where /" = (i/m(Ski")))c(xn-1U(Sk(n))).
If we define rn = x¡"{n1)í/(5*(")Pi5n) then, since the Tn have nonzero measure and get arbitrarily small, the sequence (l/m(Tn))Lc(T") approaches the identity strongly. However, |||l</,.
Hence, l(xñl)LVFHn) approaches the identity strongly so l(xn) approaches U strongly. The strong convergence of l(xn) implies that (x") is a Cauchy sequence and £/ = /(lim x").
If H is any ü-system with elements a and b, then we write ab for their product when it is defined. Consistent with this notation, if / and g are functions in L2 of G, we write fg for their convolution and not their pointwise product.
Lemma 1.5. If Gi and G2 are separable, locally compact, unimodular groups and w is a linear transformation of H(Gi) into H(G2) satisfying :
for any fand g in H(Gi), (w(f), w(g)) = (f,g), ( 5) The referee has outlined a different proof of this theorem which does not require separability.
(4) if f and g are in H(GX) and fg is defined then w(f)w(g) is defined and w(/g)=w(/)w(g), then there is a homomorphism w of G2 into Gi such that l(x)w(f) =wl(w(x))f for any x in Gt and f in H(Gi).
Proof. If/ is in H(Gi) and x is in G2, then l(x)w(f) is in w(H(Gi)), so there is a unique element T(x)f in H(Gi) satisfying wT(x)(f)=l(x)w(f). Clearly T(x) is an isometric linear transformation.
If / and g are in P(Gi), then
and for any fEA(Gi), gEH(Gi), wT(
.e., T(x)Rf = RfT(x). The map T:G2-+W(Gi) satisfies (i), T(x) T(y) = T(xy), and (ii), T(x)* = T(x~x). These follow from wT(x)T(y)-l(x)wT(y) =l(x)l(y)w = l(xy)w = wT(xy) and (
Equation (ii), plus the fact that T(e) = 1, implies that T(x) is unitary; hence, T(x) =l(w(x)) for some w(x) in Gi and equation (i) implies that w is a homomorphism.
To show the continuity of w, let/ be an element of H(Gi) and 5= Proof. Trivially w~l satisfies conditions (1) and (3) of Lemma 1.5. If /is in P(G2) and g is in P(d), then (w~l(f), g) = (f, w(g))^0, so w~l(J) is in P(Gi), i.e., condition (2) is satisfied. To prove (4) it will be sufficient [l] to show that if gf is defined in H(G2) and h is in ^4(Gi), then (w~1(g), zw~l(f)*) = (w~l(gf), z). Trivially ur1(f)* = ur1(f*) so (w-^g), zw~1(f)*) = (g, w(z)f*) = (gf, w(z)) = (w~l(gf), z). Hence Lemma 1.5 gives a homomorphism w~1 of Gi into C?2 and l(w(w~1(x))) =wl(w~1(x)) =ww~H(x) =l(x) so ww-1(x) =x and similarly w~1w(x) =x, which completes the proof.
The assertion of Theorem 1.2 is not true if the assumption of positivity of W is dropped. Ambrose proved [l, Theorem 10 ] that all Abelian H-systems are essentially the same algebraically except for dimension and it is an immediate corollary of this that any two finite Abelian groups of the same order have isomorphic iJ-systems.
2. HP systems. We shall say that a subset P of a Hilbert space H is a set of non-negative functions in H if there is a representation <p of H as the I,2 of some measure space such that 4>(P) is the set of almost everywhere non-negative functions in this L2 (6) . We write xi£y to mean that y-x is in P, and x^S to mean that [s -x|sG-S]GP.
F°r anY countable set QEP there is defined an element inf Q in P and if, for some y, x^y for all x in Q, there is also defined an element sup Q^y in P having all the usual properties. If Q is a convex subset of P we write inf Q for the unique element of minimal norm in the uniform closure of Q and if, for some y, Q^y we write sup Q for inf [x| Q^x]. These definitions are consistent with one another.
If H is a proper ii-system let C(H) be the dense subset consisting of all finite sums of products. We shall be concerned with the linear map [ ] from C(H) to the set of weakly continuous functions on W(II) defined by
[22fiëi](T) -¿2(fi, T(g*)). (Note that this map is well defined for by [10, p. 76] we can find a set (xa) of approximate left identities in H and since H is separable we can choose a countable subset (x<) which is still a set of approximate left identities and then [x](P) =lim (x, Txî).) Definition.
A pair (H, P) is an HP system if if is a proper H system, P is a set of non-negative functions in H, and the following conditions are satisfied; when G is the group of unitaries in W(H) which carry P inside itself:
(1) C(H)r\P is dense in P. If G is a separable, locally compact, unimodular group, II its /i-system, and P the almost everywhere non-negative functions in II, then, by Theorem 1.1, (H, P) is an HP system. The main result of this section is that the converse is also true.
We assume until further notice that (H, P) is a fixed HP system, and write C for C(H)C\P.
Lemma 2.1. C=\j\jEC(H) and [f]^0], P = P*, and if p and q are in P and pq is defined, then pq is in P. (e) Nagy, in [4] , proves that P is a set of non-negative functions in H if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: («, s) êO for every u and v in P, if («, v) ^0 for every v in P then a is in P, and if ult u2, vt, and v2 are in P and Ui+u2 = vi-\-v2, then there are elements Wn, Wi2, Wa, w22 in P such that u¡=Wu-\-Wi2 and »¡=i£ii¿-(-a'2,-for i =1,2. Proof. If X = L(Ai-Bi) and (Ni) is a basic sequence, then X is the limit (on k) of the closed sets L(Ai-BiNk ) and this by the previous lemma implies the first assertion. The other two are immediate consequences of this one.
The above lemma says that the measure m on Ro defined by: m(X) = Ild(X)1I 2 is countably additive, hence can be extended to the IT-ring R generated by Ro. This extends trivially to R. To complete the proof we must show that the shearing transformation T: (U, V)-(U, UV) of GXG onto itself preserves measurability. Since R is generated by the open bounded sets which it contains, it will be sufficient to show that Proof. To show that TS is the identity it will be sufficient to show that TSc(X) =c(X). Choose (ft) EC so that, for fixed n, (/?) gives a covering of X, 
If E = ST, then E(H)=S(H(G)
), E preserves positivity, E2=>E, and (E*Ex, y) = (Ex, Ey) g (x, y) for all x and y in P, which implies that E*Ex^x for all x in P. If x is in P, then so is p = Ex -E*E(Ex) =Ex -E*Ex and, for any y, [U\ \\Uz-z\\ < IHI/2, \\Up-p\\ < \\q\\ /2] so that \<zz* and \<q*p, which implies 0 <||x||2 < (zz*, q*p) = (qz, pz)=0, so p = 0. Thus E=E*E = E* and, if x is in P, then x -£x = x -E*Ex^0 and, Theorem 2.2. The homomorphism w whose existence is proved in Lemma 1.5 carries G2 onto G\.
